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Multimodal assessment of dyadic interaction in disorders of social interaction  
[MD-INTERACT]   Martin Schulte-Rüther, Göttingen 
 
Project Description  
1 Starting Point 
 
1.1 State of the art and preliminary work 
Successful communication is foundational to human sociality and the sine qua non for achieving 
mutual understanding in interaction. Face-to-face interaction is the core niche in which human 
communication has evolved, thus making multimodal signaling (i.e., the use of spoken language 
together with visual communicative signals) the primordial form of communication. While 
communicating successfully and achieving mutual understanding is often smooth and effective 
in typically developed individuals, it is hampered in many clinical populations. 
 
1.1.1 Breakdown of multimodal social communication: the case of ASD 
One of the populations where hampered interpersonal communication is most prevalent is 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Along with restrictive, repetitive and stereotyped behavior, the 
disturbance of multiple aspects of verbal and non-verbal communication is the major 
characteristic of ASD according to DSM 51. Importantly, the diagnostic focus is on how such 
behavior is used during social interaction for effective communication, and on the effective 
integration of verbal and non-verbal communication channels. Since a wide range of social-
communicative behavior is involved, ASD can be considered a prototypic disorder for the 
impairment of visual communication during social interaction. Individuals with ASD typically 
have difficulties with direct eye contact and show less interest in other peoples’ faces2 or eye 
gaze3. Furthermore, the development of joint attention (JA) - a hallmark of human 
communicative competencies - is severely delayed, both in terms of initiating JA with other 
persons and reacting to JA bids. Later in development, eye gaze dynamics often remain 
peculiar, ranging from persistent lack of eye contact to more subtle inconsistencies and atypical 
dynamics of eye gaze during social communicative situations4, and atypical neural signatures of 
JA4*. Individuals with ASD show reduced facial expressiveness, and have problems regarding 
the perception of faces and facial expression5. Furthermore, children with ASD often have 
deficits in motor skills, gesture imitation and show less use of spontaneous communicative 
gestures during social interaction6. Later in development, gestures are used more frequently, 
but often poorly synchronized with speech7, processed more slowly8, and more ambiguous9.  
The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS-2). The ADOS-210,11 provides a variety of 
interactive tasks to elicit social communicative behavior during a structured social interactive 
encounter with an experienced clinician. In concert with anamnestic information from caregivers 
the ADOS-2 is currently the “gold standard” in ASD diagnostics12*. Impairment of visual 
communication and its integration with verbal utterances are formalized in the ADOS-2 using 
qualitative, clinical rating scales for several aspects of social communicative behavior (e.g. 
emotional expressiveness, eye contact, quality of social responses and initiation of social 
interaction, reciprocity of conversation). Thus, the diagnosis of ASD today relies on clinicians 
who are trained experts in intuitively analyzing multimodal channels of social communication.  
A major problem is the lack of quantitative indices, resulting in large variation and 
inconsistencies of ADOS-ratings in clinical practice, even for trained users13*. MD-INTERACT 
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addresses this issue, with the aim to uncover systematicities in multimodal behavior and 
deviations thereof. This will substantially advance not only our understanding of human 
multimodal communication per se, but also paves the way to improve the current “gold 
standard” in clinical diagnostics. Ultimately, MD-INTERACT will contribute to improve standardized 
assessment of disorders of social interaction and communication, in particular ASD. 
 
1.1.2 The importance of multimodal visual communication for social interaction 
Successful social interaction and communication requires continuous perceptual processing of 
verbal and non-verbal communication cues while interacting. Facial expression14, eye gaze15, 
and gestures16 are most prominent amongst visual aspects of communication. While rich 
research traditions have evolved in each of these domains considering either individual 
signaling modalities, or their interplay with one other modality (such as speech and manual 
gesture), hardly any research is available that tackles the complex interplay of different visual 
communicative signals with one another and their complex integration with speech, as they 
temporally unfold during social interaction. Moreover, how exactly this interplay may be 
impaired in ASD is a wide-open question, and will be tackled with MD-INTERACT. 
Facial expressions do not only convey basic emotions (such as happiness, sadness, anger, 
etc.)17 but also serve subtle reciprocal communicative functions18. Facial expressions can trigger 
implicit imitation19* and synchronization during social interaction20, influence complex empathic 
responses21,22, and are used to infer other person’s intentions and motives23. They play an 
important role for regulating interpersonal interaction and communication, from early on in non-
verbal infant-caregiver interaction24 and during conversation and discourse to emphasize or 
augment verbal semantics25. Importantly, facial expressions are essential for social referencing 
in triadic person-object-person relations. Infants use their caregivers’ emotional facial reactions 
as feedback for their own actions and to regulate their own appraisal of objects and new 
situations26,27*. This basic mechanism is preserved in older children and adults28, contributes to 
affective social learning and social appraisal29 and provides the basis for the evaluation of 
communicative intent in dyadic face-to-face interaction within a shared attentional space 
including other people and objects30,31*. Accordingly, social eye gaze behavior is not a series of 
isolated and discrete signals but can be considered a complex and dynamic process15 who’s 
behavioral manifestations are often implicit and automatic32. Social gaze plays a pivotal role 
both in active communication of intent and perception of social signals33, and perceived 
recipiency in a language context34. It is essential to coordinate and manage verbal 
conversation35, and for the mutual coordination of attention as a prerequisite of joint action, 
social learning, and shared intentionality31*,36,37. Gestures of the arms, hands and the head 
typically accompany verbal communication, and are usually directed towards other persons16. 
Gestures during speech contribute a core portion of the semantic information conveyed by 
speakers16,38,39 and may modulate the meaning of the verbal message40 or provide emphasis16. 
Symbolic gestures, however can also be meaningful without a verbal utterance41. In sign 
languages, the visual modality carries the full burden of communication and functions as a fully-
fledged linguistic system. In addition to pragmatic and semantic meaning, body gestures may 
also transport emotional states of the interacting person42, and deictic gestures serve to direct 
the attention of the interaction partner towards objects in the immediate personal space43. Body 
movements show a certain degree of synchronization during dyadic interaction20,44* which is 
also related to efficiency of interaction in clinical settings45. 
Complex behavior and integration of different modalities. The verbal and non-verbal channels of 
communication are embedded in a social reference frame during dyadic interaction16. Thus, the 



 

 

analysis of their interplay is essential for understanding social interaction and communication 
and their disturbance. For example, joint attention emerges from using deictic hand gestures 
(e.g. pointing) in coordination with facial expression and eye gaze to navigate within a shared 
attentional space of other people and objects43.This coordination also provides a frame of 
reference (anchored in the physical environment) for verbal communication: Eye gaze and 
pointing can clarify which object or person an utterance refers to and gestures, head movement 
and facial expression may visualize spatial and social relationships when talking about objects 
or persons which are not currently visible16,46,47. Non-verbal and verbal communicative cues are 
typically integrated into a coherent picture for “impression formation” with respect to evaluation 
of the characteristics of an interaction partner, or a specific interactional situation48. The 
synchronized dynamics of dyadic behavior44* is of great importance for such analyses. For 
example, the subjective impression of joint attention (i.e the joint attentional focus of two 
persons on an object) is typically dependent on a dynamically coordinated sequence of gaze 
events30,31*,49*, and often accompanied in specific ways by facial expression and manual 
gesture43. More research is needed, that tackles the investigation of such dynamic multimodal 
coordination of visual communication in a systematic way. Many previous studies in the area of 
multimodal communication have focused on the manual annotation of behavioral events and 
careful interactional analyses. Computerized assessment allows for more fine-grained analysis 
in the time domain (e.g. timing of synchronization44*, coordination of events), and for the 
application of multimodal analyses to large datasets in order to discover generalizable patterns. 
Recent studies have investigated, for example, the multimodal dynamics of speech and 
gesture50,51 taking advantage of motion capture technologies, but such approaches are still 
underrepresented. They need to be extended to facial expression and eye gaze analysis and 
integrated with analyses of the pragmatics and semantics of what is being communicated. 
 
1.1.3 Computerized assessment of visual communicative behavior 
The last decade of research has brought immense progress in computerized assessment and 
detection of visual communicative behavior. Several commercial and open-source algorithms 
exist that reliably classify facial expression from video data (e.g. OpenFace)52 to detect facial 
landmarks, specific emotion categories, and facial action units53. They provide comparable 
accuracy to human coders52,54,55 and can be employed to classify behavioural patterns related to 
individual characteristics and psychopathology using machine learning (ML)56. Eye tracking in 
laboratory conditions (i.e. participants sitting in front of a monitor) provides mature analysis 
techniques for fine-grained analysis of saccades, fixations, and their dynamics. Dyadic studies 
with dual eye tracking in this setting have mostly been restricted to the investigation of joint 
visual attention on computer screens, e.g. demonstrating correlations with learning gains and 
sustained mutual understanding57. More recently, lightweight unobtrusive mobile eye tracking 
solutions (e.g. Pupils Labs Invisible) have emerged, allowing for similar analyses within realistic 
natural environments. Most published studies so far focus on perceptual aspects of a single 
participant (e.g. moving within an environment)58,59, only few studies have performed 
assessment of multiple interactants during dyadic interaction60. A recent publication has focused 
on the classification of direct eye contact using data from a head-mounted video camera of one 
person during interaction with another person61. This approach is valid for a coarse classification 
of directed gaze towards another person, but likely misses the subtleties and dynamics of 
dyadic eye gaze behavior. Few studies (including our own) have investigated the temporal 
dynamics of joint attention in dyads (or virtual dyads), but so far restricted to laboratory 
environments31*,49*,62*. Body Gestures. Dedicated Motion Capture Systems (e.g. Polhemus 



 

 

Liberty, Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion) and state of the art algorithms for video analysis 
(OpenPose, DeepLabCut)63,64 allow for the translation of human movement into precise 
timeseries of 3D skeletal models. Building upon that, many approaches have aimed to classify 
gestures, focusing on specific aspects, e.g. specific pointing gestures65, signals of psychological 
distress66, or sign language67. Due to the immense variability of human gestures, no universally 
trained model for all kinds of gestures exists, but pretrained neural network approaches63,64,68* 
allow for the classification of specific movement patterns if a sufficient amount of examples for a 
particular behavior is available (~ 200 instances). The ability to classify specific types of 
gestures during dyadic interaction thus depends on the quality of available, annotated data. 
Furthermore, movement characteristics related to dynamic timing can be assessed with this 
data, for example synchrony of body movements69. 
Multimodal integration and dynamics of complex social behavior. Techniques for computerized 
assessment of visual communicative behavior in multiple modalities have been available for 
many years. Much research has been done in the context of multimodal analysis of human 
signals for the purpose of human computer-interaction (HCI), e.g. detection of emotional states 
in participants70, adaptation of learning environments, novel HCI interfaces, etc71. The focus in 
such approaches is typically on how to optimally infer specific states of humans, in order to 
adapt the output of a computer program, or a robot. However, research addressing automatic 
classification of specific units of dyadic interaction of interacting (non-artificial) agents in 
naturalistic settings is scarce, in particular if multiple modalities are involved. Although methods 
are available for multimodal assessment of e.g. speech and gesture kinematics50, missing 
integration of other channels such as eye gaze and facial expression to classify units of dyadic 
interaction (e.g. emotional body poses, joint attention instances, etc.) is mainly due to a lack of 
respective annotated datasets42 with sufficient high-resolution multimodal time series data50. 
 
1.1.4 Computerized assessment in ASD diagnostics: the next step forward 
A taxonomy of quantifiable multimodal measures of social interaction in combination with 
machine learning methods would be a significant leap forward towards more efficient and 
objective diagnostics in ASD. Attempts to combine ADOS-2 or similar interactive tasks with 
computerized assessment of visual communicative behavior have been scarce. In particular, 
there is no integrated, multimodal assessment of multiple types of behavior available in 
combination with the clinical assessment of ADOS rating scales. A multimodal corpus 
combining all aspects of interest would be of utmost importance to advance the field. Several 
recent studies have focused on identifying specific, isolated aspects of atypical behavior in 
ASD, such as direct mutual gaze61,72,73, gaze following74, facial expression75,76, prosody75, 
directionality of head pose towards the observer77, body pose imitation78,79, and dynamic 
approach and avoidance behavior77. Some of these studies report high accuracies for 
diagnostic classification based on machine learning using such specific features. What is 
missing, however, is the multimodal combination of available techniques during a standardized 
assessment resulting in a rich, annotated dataset, and the direct relation to established clinical 
rating scales and standard clinical practices. 
Multimodal communicative behavior in ASD. In particular, multimodal aspects of social behavior 
for the diagnostic assessment of ASD have not been systematically investigated thus far. 
Nevertheless, the overall impression of qualitative aspects of integrated social behavior typically 
drives the diagnostic decision, as formalized in the ADOS (e.g. rating of the “quality of social 
responses”, and “quality of initiation of social contact”). It would be of utmost importance to 
relate dynamics of multimodal communicative behavior to clinical impression formation12*, in 



 

 

order to improve the objectivity of the diagnostic process, advance our understanding of ASD 
behavior and the interplay of multimodal communicative behavior in general. MD-INTERACT aims 
to take this step. 
1.1.5 Clinical translation, further applications and contribution to ViCom 
Successful computerized assessment and quantification of multimodal aspects of social 
interaction is likely of great importance for designing clinical support systems that use machine 
learning12*. A holistic multimodal approach is necessary80, including intermediate steps, i.e. the 
relation of “raw” quantitative indices of behavior (timeseries of skeletal models, saccades, 
fixations, facial action units) to meaningful building blocks of social interaction (joint attention, 
facial emotion, gestures) to clinical assessment of disturbance, to diagnostic decision. This 
approach will allow for improved diagnostic decisions, increased precision of evidence-based 
intervention, fine-grained supervision of intervention success, and enhances possibilities for 
teaching professionals. Beyond the clinical context, teaching interventions could also profit from 
such approaches, e.g. for research into optimized assessment of attention allocation and 
teacher-pupil relationships. Our approach could be a blueprint for the improvement of didactic 
and therapeutic settings, i.e. relating quantitative indices of behavior and building blocks of 
social interaction not to clinical assessment and diagnostic decisions, but to indices of teaching 
success and effectiveness. 
MD-INTERACT thus directly contributes to the empirical and application dimension of ViCom, by 
collecting a rich multimodal dataset, advancing multimodal methodology using machine 
learning, and translation into the domain of disorders of social interaction. Due to its multimodal 
and innovative nature, the dataset is also relevant for theoretical advances: New cross-modal 
formal theories of linguistic structure and communication developed within the scope of ViCom 
could be tested using our data, in particular regarding the integration of multiple modalities 
during social interaction. Data from individuals with specific disturbance in the area of 
multimodal integration of visual and verbal communication, such as ASD, might be particularly 
valuable in this respect. MD-INTERACT is mainly related to the gesture project cluster of ViCom, 
including the investigation of hand gestures, facial gestures, and eye gaze (as a particular 
instance of a facial gesture) and their integration with one another and with speech. At the same 
time, we have a strong focus on clinical aspects, and use methods which are closely related to 
the cluster of human-computer interaction. In sum, MD-INTERACT will be a unique 
contribution to the Priority Program ViCom, combining empirical, applied and theoretical 
aspects, and bridging several disciplines important for the manifold investigation of the 
vibrant research field of visual communication. 
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2 Objectives and work programme 
2.1 Anticipated total duration of the project:  36 months 
 
2.2 Objectives 
The aim of this proposal is to investigate the integration of multimodal visual and verbal 
communication during social interaction in children and its disturbance in disorders of social 
interaction such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). More specifically we aim at 
  

1) providing quantified measures of typical and atypical communicative behavior in the 
domain of social communication and interaction and using machine learning (ML) 
classification methods to identify specific verbal and visual communicative behavioral 
events during ongoing reciprocal interaction, 
 

2) relating these to an established clinical instrument (ADOS-2) by 
a. using ML classification methods to differentiate typical and atypical behavior in the 

domain of verbal and visual communication 
b. exploring the link between behavior, clinical ratings and diagnostic decisions, 
 

3) generating a multimodal corpus of visual and verbal communication during specific 
social interactive scenarios, with a focus on integration of multimodal behavior during 
complex dyadic behavior such as joint attention and reciprocity. 
 

To this end, we will use a novel multimodal quantitative measurement platform for fine-grained 
recording of verbal and non-verbal aspects of communication, i.e. speech, facial expression, 
gestures, eye-gaze. This platform allows for the quantitative assessment of coordinated verbal 
and visual behavior, e.g. joint attention, coordinated facial expression, eye-contact and speech, 
pointing and referencing, synchronized turn-taking, etc. with unprecedented granularity and 
precision. In addition to the clinical application of quantifying atypical behavior in ASD, our goal 
is to provide a rich dataset of social interaction and communication to stimulate interdisciplinary 
research. We will provide exemplary analyses that demonstrate the huge potential of our 
approach and provide avenues for further research projects within the Priority Program ViCom 
and beyond. 
 
2.3 Work programme including proposed research methods 
2.3.1 Participants & Recruitment 
We focus here, in a first step, on pre-adolescent participants to restrict the developmental 
variance in the sample. We will investigate children aged 4-11, which is within the 



 

 

recommended age range for ADOS module 3, explicitly developed for children who are able to 
use fluent language in sentences, corresponding at least to the language development of a 
typically developing 4 year old10,11. We will investigate 50 typically developing children (TDC), 25 
age matched participants with ASD, and 25 age matched participants which had been assigned 
to clinical examination because of suspected ASD, but did not receive the diagnosis. Our 
department is specialized in disorders of social interaction and operates a dedicated facility for 
ASD Research and Therapy (Autismus-Therapie Zentrum, ~100 new patients per year). Only 
fully diagnosed participants with ASD (or excluded ASD and confirmed differential diagnosis) 
from our dedicated outpatient service will be recruited, TDC will be screened to exclude any 
history of clinical impairment. We will use established clinical instruments to assess symptoms 
of ASD, and comorbid / differential diagnoses such as anxiety, ADHD, or conduct disorder, 
cognitive abilities and language development. 
 
2.3.2 Apparatus & Experimental platform 
In Göttingen we have substantial experience with video-based motion capture of multiple 
participants which allows for maximally natural, real-world social interaction, yet in a controlled 
setting (extensive experience in the labs of the Co-PI Marschik, and close collaborations with 
the Department of Physics (Wörgötter Lab) and the German Primate Center (Gail Lab), 
documented by a number of joint publications and grants (BMBF, DFG, Leibniz foundation, 
Volkswagen Foundation). We use 3D reconstruction of skeletal models based on OpenPose63, 
DeepLabCut64, and in-house data driven computational methods (for details please see68,81) in 
diverse contexts (non-human primates, infants, and neurological patients). 
The setup is as follows: in a 2.5 x 2.5 m2 experiment chamber two interacting subjects are 
video-recorded using precisely synchronized high-resolution, high-framerate cameras from 
multiple angles, and high quality microphones. A high-performance computing environment 
assures parallel loss-less handling, synchronization and storage of video and audio streams for 
later analysis. The set-ups have been approved by the scientific community as a state-of-the-art 
video-based motion capturing system. In addition to this established set-up, we will add 
recording of mobile eye-tracking from both subjects. Pilot data of mobile eye tracking is already 
available in the lab of A. Gail. We use an eye-tracking solution (pupil labs INVISIBLE) that looks 
just like a normal pair of glasses and provides eye-tracking coordinates with respect to a world-
view video stream from the subject’s point of view using automatic calibration. Physiological 
data (heart rate, electrodermal activity, etc.) will be recorded using wrist-bands (Empatica E4). 
Physiological and eye-tracking signals are transmitted wirelessly, and will be synchronized with 
video- and audio-streams via online marker events and post-processing (in-house software for 
the comparison of internal time-stamps and network triggered event markers).  
 
2.3.3 Behavioral tasks 
The tasks build on the ADOS-2, with several modifications and extensions. We focus on the 
elicitation of visual communication in addition to speech with a particular focus on the co-
occurrence of verbal and visual forms of communication.  
Tasks from the ADOS-2. We focus on those elements designed to elicit joint activities and 
communication between the participant and the investigator. We use slight modifications (e.g. 
more prompts, more material) to ensure that the respective visual communicative behavior is 
shown in all participants and that enough communicative behavioral events will be generated for 
later machine learning classification. Cartoons The participant is asked to tell a previously seen 
cartoon story to the investigator (standing upright, like on a stage). This task is similar to those 



 

 

used in gesture research16. Demonstration task. The participant is asked to demonstrate and at 
the same time explain verbally to the investigator how to perform a simple everyday activity 
(brushing tooth, washing hands). Joint telling of a story with objects. This is a modified 
combination of ADOS activities “interactive play” and “telling a story with objects”. The task is to 
tell a story and/or play with a set of respective objects. One interactant starts, then the other one 
joins, participant and investigator take turns. Several prompts, or example stories are given if 
the sequence is too short or the participant has no idea what to tell, as described in the ADOS-2 
reference manual. Interview about feelings. To elicit visual communicative behavior with respect 
to feelings, the participant is interviewed about his/her experience of feelings (sadness, 
happiness, anger, fear) and is encouraged to talk about situations where he/she had such 
feelings. Conversation. In-between the structured tasks, every opportunity is used by the 
investigator to start a free, unstructured conversation about themes interesting for the 
participant and the investigator or “small-talk” elements. ADOS-Tasks not used: We will not use 
other interview-like questions with respect to friendship, social difficulties, school, job, 
perspective and dreams, etc., and tasks that involve participants being mostly focused on 
objects/material (description of a picture, telling a story from a picture book, construction task). 
Note, all employed tasks are restricted to the setting of sitting (or standing) at a table face to 
face, and performing joint tasks on the table surface to provide the best possible conditions (no 
occlusions, frontal view, optimal lighting) for algorithms such as OpenPose and OpenFace. 
Additional tasks. In addition, we will use tasks designed to capture further aspects of direct 
face-to-face interaction and multimodal visual communication. Joint cooperative playing task. 
Here, the participant and the investigator play a game which involves manipulating objects in 
front of them in a shared space. The game will be a simple variant of a “memory” task, i.e. an 
6x6 array of playing cards, typically one of the first games played together with adults starting at 
very early ages (2-3). During the whole game the investigator seeks to initiate reciprocal 
interaction using verbal and visual communicative behavior towards the participant. Gesture 
imitation game. The participant is asked to imitate the investigators body gestures, and perform 
synchronized movements79. Joint attention game. A number of objects (here: playing cards 
depicting objects) are dispersed at specific locations of the table between the interactants. 
Participant and investigator take turns in choosing one of the objects by just looking at it, in 
some trials by looking and pointing at it, the other has to guess which one was chosen. This is a 
real-life version of our previous avatar based tasks in gaze-based interaction and joint 
attention31*,49*,82.  
The complete battery of tasks will take ~45 minutes, as recommended in the ADOS-2 reference 
manual (note the balanced addition and omissions of task). We will define strict specifications 
with respect to the exact length of each subtask. 
 
2.3.4 Data analyses 
 
2.3.4.1 Automatic Preprocessing of data: raw data streams 
Facial expression. Video data will be processed with OpenFace52 and EmotionNet54. We have 
previous experience with automatic processing of facial emotions (including a toolkit for 
combining face detection and eye tracking, http://github/arnohakk/tripy)31*. Face tracking 
provides estimation of head pose, presence and intensity of facial action units (AU)52,53 and 
types of emotion (sad, happy, surprised, angry, disgusted, fearful, neutral)17,54. The final 
preprocessed data streams consist of head pose coordinates, intensity estimation for each AU 
and emotion category, and quality index, for each time point during the course of each task. 



 

 

Manual/Body Gestures. Using OpenPose63 and DeepLabCut64 , the synchronized video 
streams from the room cameras are processed to reconstruct an accurate 3D skeletal model of 
body, extremities (25 key points/joints)68* and hand configuration (21 key points / joints) of both 
interactants. The final preprocessed data stream consists of 3D coordinates of the set of joints 
in the skeletal model (46 joints) at each time point during the course of each task for the 
participant and the investigator. 
Head Gestures. In addition to the movement of the head position from OpenPose, the eye 
tracking glasses provide time series of 3D gyroscope (angular velocity about the x,y,z-axes) and 
accelerometer data (linear acceleration along the x,y,z-axes) of head movements. These data 
will be fused using Madgwick’s algorithm (implemented in Pupil Analysis Software) to yield drift-
free orientation estimates in the pitch and roll axes for the final preprocessed data stream. 
Eye-tracking. Depending on the task, different aspects of preprocessing will be performed. For 
all tasks, orienting towards and away from faces as well as eye gaze (saccades and fixations) 
with respect to faces, and eye contact will be determined as follows: time series of dynamic 
ROIs (dROIs: face, eye region, body part) will be constructed from time series of facial and body 
landmark detection (OpenPose, FaceReader) from the world-video stream. Using eye tracking 
analysis software (PyGaze analyzer), timing of saccades (timepoint at which the gaze moves 
towards or away from a dROI), and fixations (onset and offset of gaze fixation within a dROI) 
will be determined, yielding a preprocessed timeseries for each dROI which indicates whether a 
saccade occurred towards or away from the dROI (timepoint of event) and whether the gaze 
was fixated on the respective dROI (yes/no for each timepoint and dROI). For the tasks 
involving attention to objects in a clearly defined object space on the table surface (Joint 
cooperative playing task, Joint attention game) we will use a gaze-mapping technique 
(PupilLabs Software) which constructs a fixed 2D-representation of the object space from the 
time series of the world-view cameras and maps the gaze of the participant into this object 
space. The object space of both participants will be fused, yielding preprocessed timeseries of 
both interactants’ gaze coordinates with respect to a shared object space. For trajectory 
encoding of movement and eye gaze trajectories and dimensionality reduction we will use well 
established methods for trajectory encoding and generation in robotics73. 
Physiological data. Physiological data is available from photoplethymogram (PPG) sensors for 
the assessment of electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate/ pulse rate estimation. Data will 
be recorded and available for further analysis, but is not further discussed in this proposal.  
 
2.3.4.2 Human annotation of communicative behavior 
To allow for classification of visual communicative behavior using automated, machine learning 
based methods, the “ground truth” within the data needs to be carefully annotated with respect 
to the behavioral aspects of interest. Within MD-INTERACT, we will perform detailed manual 
annotation of selected aspects specifically related to disturbance of visual communication in 
disorders of social interaction such as ASD, with a focus on combining multimodal information 
and compatibility with the rating scales of the ADOS-2. However, we will provide a modular 
annotation framework structure which is extensible for further efforts for even more detailed 
annotation and analysis (possible future cooperation with other partners within the network of 
the Priority Program ViCom, and for respective follow-up projects). Thus, MD-INTERACT provides 
the starting point for a rich, multimodal corpus of typical and atypical social interaction.  
Automatic preprocessing supporting human annotation. Human annotation is a very time-
consuming process and the bottleneck for the generation of a rich corpus. By using automated 
pre-processing strategies, we will restrict human annotation to only those specific aspects which 



 

 

need human attention. The annotation of gestures will be supported by SPUDNIG, built upon 
OpenPose (https:// github.com/jorrip/SPUDNIG)83, allowing for reliable automatic annotation of 
on- and offset of movement sequences, speeding up the annotation process by the factor 2 
while retaining 99% of gestures83. Facial expressions will be annotated automatically for basic 
emotion categories using OpenFace and EmotionNet54, in-house scripts are available for 
detecting on- and offset of considerable emotion intensity (similar to SPUDNIG). The annotation 
of behavior involving multiple modalities (e.g. joint attention) will be facilitated by providing 
preprocessed data streams to the annotator, i.e. world view video from both eye trackers with 
overlayed eye gaze cursor (see above for details), pre-annotation of periods with face- and eye 
fixations, visualized audio stream, and (for specific tasks involving objects) the preprocessed 
gaze-mapped joint overlay stream (see above for details). These pre-processed data streams 
provide the ideal ground for manually coding visual signaling at a fine-grained, detailed level in 
a highly focused manner. 
Manual annotation. All manual annotations will be performed using ELAN 
(https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan). The presence of a behavioral event will be defined by the onset 
and offset with respect to the synchronized timeseries of data streams. Behavioral events may 
overlap in time and may be allocated multiple (non-exclusive) labels. Annotation labels will be 
compatible with the rating schemes provided by ADOS-2. Note, the ADOS-2 gives a number of 
summarized descriptions (involving gesture, emotion expression, eye gaze and their integration 
with verbal utterances with a focus on clinical disturbance) but does not provide a scheme for 
their quantitative assessment. The following labels will be used: manual gesture, head gesture, 
whole body gesture, facial expression, eye contact. Following previous conventions10,16, see 
also83,84, gestures will then be manually categorized as either iconic/depictive (i.e. depicting an 
object, an action or a specific iconic property of an object or action), emblematic/conventional 
(i.e. widely known cultural symbols such as waving, “ok”-sign etc.), deictic (i.e. pointing and 
referencing), metaphoric (representing abstract semantic concepts), or beats (i.e. meaningless 
movements to emphasize speech). In addition to these widely used systematic categorizations 
of gestures, we use an additional label of emphatic/emotional gesture (as used in ADOS, i.e. 
gestures communicating an emotional state). Some frequent conventionalized pragmatic 
gestures (e.g. nodding, shaking head, shrugging shoulders, etc.) will be coded as well. Hand 
form and type of movement will not be annotated in this initial project, but may be the focus of 
future studies based on the corpus. Gestures produced together with speech will be classified 
with respect to speech-gesture relationship into the categories “redundant” (same information), 
and “complementary” (distinct information/aspects conveyed by gesture and speech, see84). 
With respect to eye gaze, we will annotate: direct eye contact between participants, simple gaze 
following, shared gaze on an object (verification of automatic pre-annotations). With respect to 
complex joint attention behavior we will annotate joint attention initiations (coordinated looks, 
points to share, shows, and verbal joint attention initiations), joint attention responding 
behaviors (following an invitation by the experimenter), and requesting behaviors (gives, 
reaches, points to request, and verbal requests)85. 	Facial expression will further be coded as 
“directed” (i.e. the eye gaze is at the same time on the upper body or face of the other person) 
or “undirected” (verification of automatic pre-annotation). Similar rating schemes in infant 
behavior and parent-infant dyadic interaction have been developed and successfully applied 
using the exact same setup in the Marschik-lab68*. 
We will perform internal training of student assistants for the annotations, including assessment 
of interrater reliability. Several expert coders will train and supervise the annotation process and 
also perform higher level summarized ratings analogue to the ADOS-2 ratings. We collaborate 



 

 

closely with Prof. Kamp-Becker (Marburg), an expert in ADOS-coding including micro-coding of 
behavioral communicative behavior13*. She has led several consensus ADOS-coding seminars, 
where similar annotation methods as described here have been used13*. 
Speech annotation and Verbal transcription. Speech will be annotated with differing granularity 
with respect to task. Throughout, the occurrence of speech will be annotated for each 
interaction partner, i.e. a consistent sequence of verbal utterances without pause, allowing for 
the analysis of timing of speaker-switches, simultaneous speaking, and conversation silence, 
and relations to eye gaze and facial expression. Furthermore, questions directed to the 
investigator will be annotated (general questions, question expressing interest in experiences, 
feeling, thoughts of the observer), as well as utterances from the child that inform about his/her 
experiences, feeling, thoughts (ADOS items “asks for information”, “gives information”), i.e. self- 
and observer-related mental state terms86. The free conversation task (~ 5min) will be 
transcribed completely and analyzed for the occurrence of continuous reciprocal conversation 
elements, i.e, each speaker-switch is rated as being semantically reciprocal with respect to the 
previous utterance of the interaction partner (e.g., in terms of adjacency pairs and social 
actions87, compatible to the ADOS item “reciprocal conversation”). For the conversation, 
demonstration task and cartoon task, and telling a story with objects, the semantically 
corresponding utterance to each iconic, metaphoric and deictic gesture will be annotated to 
allow for the analysis of gesture-speech semantic integration and timing88. For the joint 
cooperative playing task and the joint attention game, the semantically corresponding utterance 
to deictic manual and facial gestures will be annotated. 
Clinical rating. To link the quantitative measures to clinical ratings, ADOS-scales will be rated by 
experienced clinician raters (respective rater blind to the detailed quantitative annotation for this 
participant) across the whole dataset for each participant. 
 
2.3.4.3 Statistical analysis  
High-level aggregate measures and group comparisons. From the annotation data, we will 
calculate aggregated measures per task and across the whole dataset per participant. The 
measures are either A) related to the participant (e.g. frequency of fixations/saccades 
towards/away from the face of the investigator; frequency of behaviors related to joint attention 
initiation and response; frequency, intensity, and type of directed/undirected facial expression; 
frequency of types of gestures (deictic/emblematic/abstract/beats; emphatic/emotional), type of 
speech gesture integration (redundant, complementary), time lag of gesture/eye gaze, and 
speech event88, or B) to the reciprocal interaction with the investigator (i.e. length and frequency 
of reciprocal conversation elements, coordinated facial expression [e.g. simultaneous reciprocal 
smiling], amount and length of silent gaps between speaker switches, 
interruptions/simultaneous talking, frequency and average length of eye contact, frequency of 
initiating and responding joint attention behavior, synchronicity of gestures, body posture, and 
facial expressions (e.g. using lagged cross-correlation69,89). All aggregated measures will be 
compared across groups (ASD, non-ASD, TDC) using multivariate ANOVA. Furthermore, they 
will be evaluated for their potential to classify ASD vs. non-ASD and ASD vs. TDC by 
calculating receiver operant characteristic area under the curve.  
ML-based classification analyses: preprocessed time-series data. The focus here is to classify 
the occurrence of behavioral events during live data streams of social interaction, irrespective of 
group to capture both typical and atypical behavior. Using the annotation data as “ground truth” 
for the occurrence of behavioral events in the domain of visual communication (across all 
groups), we will use appropriate machine learning methods to predict the behavioral events 



 

 

within the time series data by the multimodal preprocessed time series data (gaze, facial 
expressions, 3D skeletal posture, see above for details) as features in a multiple layer neuronal 
network approach68*,73. Using posture timeseries of single interactants, we will train classification 
models and evaluate their performance for 1) the occurrence of any gesture (by using periods of 
annotated gesture against random periods without an annotated gesture as training samples) 
and 2) classification of type of gesture ([a]: deictic/emblematic/iconic/metaphoric/beats, [b] 
specific defined conventional gestures, [c] emotional/emphatic gesture). 
Using preprocessed gaze (saccades and fixations towards eyes and face, gaze-mapped 
fixations and saccades on a shared object space) and facial expression time series (AUs and 
facial emotion) of both interactants, we will train respective classification models and evaluate 
their performance for 1) occurrence of gaze following, 2) initiating joint attention, 3) shared 
attention on objects 4) complex joint attention instances, 5) coordinated facial expression, and 
6) mutual gaze contact by using periods of the respective annotated event against random 
periods without the annotated event as training samples. 
Across 100 participants and ~ 45 minutes of interaction we expect each of the behavioral events 
mentioned above to be sufficiently frequent to allow for these classification analyses. All 
analyses and models will be evaluated using nested cross-validation for hyperparameter 
optimization and model evaluation, and split into test and training sets stratified by participant 
and group12*,68*. The measure for training, tuning, and evaluation of models will be area under 
the curve of the receiver operant characteristic (ROC-AUC). 
ML-based classification analyses: typical and atypical behavior. We will pursue two different 
strategies for the classification into typical and atypical behavior. A) “time series data stream 
approach”: similar to the description above we will train additional classification models focusing 
on each of the specific behavioral events and train the distinction between events from dyads 
with an ASD vs. TDC child, and ASD vs. non-ASD child separately for each behavioral entity 
(e.g. gestures, facial expression, gaze),  B) “high-level approach”: Using all of the aggregated 
measures (see “High-level aggregate measures and group comparisons” above) as the feature 
space, we will train models that predict i) the expert ADOS-item-ratings, ii) the overall ADOS-
score and iii) the group label (ASD, non-ASD, TDC) from the respective behavioral event 
measures12*. 
 
2.3.5 Timeline 
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